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Abstract
We present a preliminary inclusive search for strange pentaquark production in e+e− interactions
at a center-of-mass energy of 10.58 GeV using 123 fb−1 of data collected with the BABAR detector.
We look for the states that have been reported previously: the Θ+(1540), interpreted as a ududs¯
state; and the Ξ−−(1860) and Ξ0(1860), candidate dsdsu¯ and uss(uu¯ + dd¯) states, respectively.
In addition we search for other members of the antidecuplet and corresponding octet to which
these states are thought to belong. We find no evidence for the production of such states and
set preliminary limits on their production cross sections as functions of c.m. momentum. The
corresponding limits on the Θ+(1540) and Ξ−−(1860) rates per e+e− → qq¯ event are well below
the rates measured for ordinary baryons of similar mass.
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1 Introduction
Recently several experimental groups have reported observations of a new, manifestly exotic (B=1,
S=1) baryon resonance, called the Θ+(1540) [1]-[7], with an unusually narrow width (Γ <8 MeV/c2)
for a particle in this mass range that has open channels to strong decay. Also, the NA49 experiment
reported evidence for an additional narrow exotic (B=1, Q=S= −2) state, called Ξ−−, as well as
corresponding Ξ0 state, with masses close to 1862 MeV/c2 [8]. More recently the H1 collaboration
reported a narrow (Γ < 30 MeV/c2) exotic charmed (B=1, C= −1) resonance, Θ0c , with a mass
of 3099 MeV/c2. The simplest quark assignments consistent with the quantum numbers of Θ+,
Ξ−− and Θ0c are (ududs¯), (dsdsu¯) and (ududc¯), respectively; therefore these observed states are
regarded as pentaquark candidates.
These results have prompted a surge of pentaquark searches in experimental data of many
kinds, mostly with negative results [10]. Several theoretical models [11, 12, 13] have been proposed
to describe possible pentaquark structure. They predict that the lowest mass states containing u, d
and s quarks should occupy a spin-1/2 antidecuplet and octet, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Predictions
for the masses of the unobserved N and Σ states vary; MN might be anywhere between ∼150
MeV/c2 below MΘ and ∼ MΞ , and MΣ anywhere between ∼ MΘ and ∼150 MeV/c2 above MΞ .
In order to distinguish pentaquarks from ordinary baryons, we adopt a notation that has names
corresponding to ordinary baryons with similar s quark content, plus a subscript 5. For example,
the Ξ−5 pentaquark (dss(uu¯+ dd¯)) corresponds to the ordinary Ξ
− (dss) baryon.
S
I3
Θ+5 ududs
Ν+5 uud(dd+ss)Ν
0
5 udd(uu+ss)
Σ−5 dds(uu+ss) Σ
+
5 uus(dd+ss)
ΞΞ −− +5 5
dsdsu uss(uu+dd)dss(uu+dd) ususd
Figure 1: Quark structure of the antidecuplet (annuli) and octet (filled circles) that are generally
assumed for the lowest-mass pentaquarks. Strangeness increases in the vertical direction and the
third component of isospin in the horizontal.
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Although experiments with a baryon in the beam or the target might have some advantage in
pentaquark production, e+e− interactions are also known for democratic production of hadrons.
Baryons with nonzero beauty, charm, strangeness (up to three units) and/or orbital angular mo-
mentum have been observed with production rates that appear to depend on the mass and spin,
but not quark content. If pentaquarks are produced similarly, then one might expect a pentaquark
rate as high as that for an ordinary baryon of the same mass and spin, i.e. about 8× 10−4 Θ+5 and
about 4× 10−5 Ξ−−5 per e+e− → hadrons event at
√
s = 10.58 GeV [15]. Decays of B mesons are
also known to produce a rather high rate of baryons and so provide another fertile hunting ground.
In both cases we expect any set of pentaquark states forming a multiplet of approximately equal
mass to be produced at roughly equal rates, so that access to all narrow states is available.
Here we describe a program of inclusive searches for the reported states and also the other
members of the hypothetical antidecuplet and octet in data from the BABAR experiment, which
include both e+e− → qq¯, q = udsc, events and the production of Υ (4S) mesons, which decay into
BB¯ pairs. We have concentrated on decay modes involving strange particles and protons, which
are easily reconstructed in our detector. All states except the N5 have nonzero strangeness, and
the N5 and Σ5 have hidden strangeness divided in some way between the octet and antidecuplet
states. Since the production mechanism, and hence the momentum spectra, for pentaquarks is
unknown, we consider differential production cross sections dσ/dp∗ per unit momentum p∗ in the
e+e− center-of-mass (c.m.) frame, which are to first order independent of any model, and applicable
to the sum of all production processes at
√
s = 10.58 GeV. After describing some common aspects
of the analyses in section 2, we describe searches in three classes of decay modes in the next three
sections. Upper limits on pentaquark production are discussed in section 6, and we summarize the
results in section 7.
2 Data and Simulation
The data sample used in the analysis comprises the runs of the BABAR experiment through 2003,
and amounts to an integrated luminosity of 123 fb−1, roughly 90% (10%) of which was recorded on
(below) the Υ (4S) resonance at a c.m. energy of
√
s = 10.58 (10.54) GeV. The BABAR detector
is described in detail in Ref. [14]. Here we use charged tracks reconstructed in the 5-layer silicon
vertex detector (SVT) and the 40-layer drift chamber (DCH), and identified using a combination
of energy loss measured in these two subdetectors and Cherenkov angles measured in the detector
of internally reflected Cherenkov radiation (DIRC). The charged particle momentum resolution is
given by (δpT /pT )
2 = (0.0013pT )
2 + 0.00452, where pT is the momentum transverse to the beam
axis in GeV/c. Loose particle identification is required on most particles, giving in each case nearly
100% efficiency with a sizable background reduction. Tighter requirements are made where noted,
giving identification efficiencies ranging from 80–99% and background rejection factors of 12–100.
Photons are detected by a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) with an energy resolution
of σ(E)/E = 0.023 · (E/GeV )−1/4⊕0.019. Our invariant mass resolution for a given decay mode is
better than that of any experiment reporting the observation of a pentaquark candidate with that
mode available.
Minimal hadronic event selection is performed, as we wish to be as inclusive as possible and
maintain maximum signal efficiency. We simply require three reconstructed charged tracks in the
event. The vast majority of the events are hadronic; lepton-pair events are expected to contribute
negligible background in the signal regions; two-photon events and events with a hard initial-state
photon contribute only at low momenta. The acceptance for a pentaquark signal from any of these
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sources is well understood; if a signal is found, we can attempt to isolate the source with cuts on
the event properties.
Samples of simulated e+e− → qq¯, where q = udsc, are generated using the JETSET [16] Monte
Carlo generator combined with a detailed simulation of the BABAR detector, in order to study
backgrounds and “control” particles – known resonances with similar masses and decay modes
to the pentaquark in question. By comparing with the same particles reconstructed in the data,
we verify the simulation of the invariant mass resolutions and biases of the detector, an essential
ingredient in the evaluation of any new signal, or limit where no signal is seen.
In order to evaluate pentaquark reconstruction efficiencies, we simulate pentaquark signals
within our standard software with special parameter settings of the JETSET generator. For each
pentaquark state we take an existing baryon as a stand-in, change its mass and width to match
the desired pentaquark properties, and force a particular decay mode, with all other JETSET
parameters left unchanged. The generator thus gives the stand-in particles a momentum spectrum
based on the pentaquark mass, but the stand-in flavor. We make no attempt here to conserve flavor
in the production process, as we are only concerned with providing an appropriate number and
distribution of additional particles in the event. We do not know the production mechanism for
such five-quark states; however, to make the measurement we only need the efficiency as a function
of the relevant variables, in this case momentum and polar angle in the laboratory frame, so any
smooth distribution that covers the entire range of these variables is sufficient. Effects such as the
type, multiplicity and proximity of other particles in the event can be studied by using different
stand-in baryons; such effects are found to be smaller than the other systematic uncertainties. The
stand-in particles used to generate our signal samples are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Baryons used in the simulation to generate pentaquark signal samples.
Pentaquark Existing Mass Width # of
Signal mode Baryon Used (MeV/c2) (MeV/c2) Events
Θ+5 →pK0S ∆+ 1540 1 120,000
Ξ−−5 →Ξ−pi− ∆++ 1862 1 120,000
Σ++c 1862 1 98,000
Ξ05 →Ξ−pi+ Ξ∗0 1862 1 60,000
Σ05 →Ξ−K+ Ξ∗0 1862 1 120,000
Ξ−5 →Λ0K− Ξ∗− 1862 1 29,000
Ξ+5 /N
+
5 →Λ0K+ Ξ¯∗+ 1862 1 29,000
Ξ05 →Λ0K0S Ξ∗0 1862 1 29,000
Ξ−5 →Σ0K− Ξ∗− 1862 1 27,000
Ξ+5 /N
+
5 →Σ0K+ Ξ¯∗+ 1862 1 27,000
Ξ05 →Σ0K0S Ξ∗0 1862 1 25,000
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3 Search for the Θ+
5
(1540)→ pK0
S
We reconstruct Θ+5 candidates in the pK
0
S
decay mode, where K0
S
→ π−π+, with selection
criteria designed for high efficiency and low bias against any production mechanism. A
sample of K0
S
candidates is obtained from all pairs of oppositely charged tracks passing
loose pion identification requirements that pass within 6 mm of each other. Each pair is
required to: have a total momentum vector extrapolating within 6 mm (32 mm) of the
interaction point (IP) in the plane transverse to (along) the beam direction; have a positive
flight distance, defined as the projection on the candidate momentum direction of a vector
from its point of closest approach to the beam axis to its decay point; and have an invariant
mass within 10 MeV/c2 of the nominal K0
S
mass. We also require the helicity angle θH of the
candidate, defined as the angle between the π+ and the reconstructed π+π− flight direction
in the π+π− rest frame, to satisfy | cos θH | < 0.8, eliminating background from Λ0 decays
and photon conversions and reducing combinatoric background.
We combine the surviving K0
S
candidates with identified p and p¯ tracks that extrapolate
within 15 mm (10 cm) of the IP in the plane transverse to (along) the beam direction. The
simulated signal reconstruction efficiency varies with p∗, the pK0
S
momentum in the e+e−
c.m. frame, from 13% at low p∗ to 22% at high p∗. The invariant mass distribution of these
pairs is shown in Fig. 2. There is a clear peak at 2285 MeV/c2 from Λ+c → pK0S but no
other sharp structure. The Λ+c peak (upper right plot) shows a mass resolution of better
than 6 MeV/c2 and contains roughly 52,000 entries, demonstrating our sensitivity to the
presence of a narrow resonance. The lower plots zoom in on the mass ranges 1400–1600 and
1600–1800 MeV/c2. The Θ+5 has been reported at values between 1520 and 1540 MeV/c
2.
There is no enhancement in our data anywhere in this region. The pK0
S
decay mode is also
possible for the Σ+5 states, whose masses might be expected to be between that of the Θ
+
5
and about 2000 MeV/c2 depending on their strange quark content. There is no sign of a
narrow resonance anywhere in this region.
We consider several additional criteria that might enhance a pentaquark signal. More
stringent requirements on the flight distance of the K0
S
candidate give a much cleaner K0
S
sample at the expense of efficiency at low momentum. This enhances the Λ+c signal to
noise, but does not reveal any additional structure. If a pentaquark is produced in an e+e−
annihilation event, then there must also be an antibaryon (or anti-pentaquark) in the event,
among whose decay products is either an antiproton or antineutron. In the case of the Θ+5
decaying to pK0
S
, the K0
S
must have been a K0 rather than a K¯0, and there must be a
compensating particle in the event with strangeness −1, which might often be a K−. We
consider all subsets of the pK0
S
combinations for which there is also at least one loosely
identified K− and/or p¯ track in the event. In all cases the data quantity is reduced, the
Λ+c signal is still visible and there is no sign of a pentaquark peak. Following work by the
CLAS and NA49 experiments [3, 8], we reconstruct a possible N∗(2400) → K−K0
S
p using
the selected pK0
S
pairs and an additional loosely identified K− candidate. We observe no
N∗ peak in our data. Considering various K−K0
S
p mass ranges, the pK0
S
mass distribution
for K−K0
S
p masses near 2400 MeV/c2 shows no pentaquark signal, and is indistinguishable
from the pK0
S
mass distributions in nearby K−K0
S
p mass ranges. Requiring in addition a
recoil antiproton yields similar results.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the pK0
S
invariant mass for combinations satisfying all the criteria de-
scribed in the text. The same data are plotted four times in different pK0
S
mass regions.
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In each of the above cases we split the data into ten bins of p∗, in order to enhance our
sensitivity to any production mechanism that gives a momentum spectrum different from
that of our background. The bins are 500 MeV/c2 wide and cover the p∗ range from zero to
5 GeV/c2, the kinematic limit for a particle of mass 1700 MeV/c2. The background is much
smaller at higher p∗, so we are more sensitive to mechanisms that produce harder spectra.
In no case is there any sign of a pentaquark signal.
We quantify these null results for the Θ+5 , assuming a mass of 1540 MeV/c
2. In order
to reduce model dependence, we consider the ten p∗ bins noted above and fit a signal plus
background function to the pK0
S
invariant mass distribution in each bin. The natural width
of the Θ+5 has not been measured; the best upper limit, Γ < 8 MeV/c
2, is larger than our
detector resolution, so we must consider the range of widths up to this value. We use a
P-wave Breit-Wigner lineshape multiplied by a phase-space factor and convolved with a
resolution function derived from the Λ+c data and simulation. The latter is a sum of two
Gaussian distributions with a common center and an overall rms ranging from 2.5 MeV/c2
at low p∗ to 1.8 MeV/c2 at high p∗; this is narrower than for the Λ+c due to the proximity
of the Θ+5 (1540) to threshold. For the natural width we consider two possiblities, 1 MeV/c
2
and 8 MeV/c2, corresponding to a very narrow state and the upper limit, respectively. The
fits are performed over a wide range, from threshold to 1800 MeV/c2, and the background
function is a seventh-order polynomial times a threshold factor.
For the case of our nominal selection criteria (Fig. 2), we obtain the signal yields shown
in Fig. 3. In all p∗ bins the fit quality is good and the signal is consistent with zero. There
is no positive trend in the data, and the roughly symmetric scatter of the points about zero
indicates low momentum-dependent bias in the background function. We consider systematic
effects in the fitting procedure by varying the signal and background functions and fit range;
changes in the fitted signal are negligible compared with the statistical uncertainties. Other
selection criteria yield similar results. Since the nominal selection gives the smallest absolute
uncertainties after efficiency corrections, we use it to set upper limits on the production
cross section in section 6. Varying the mass assumed for the Θ+5 has effects consistent with
statistics; in no case do we observe a signal, and the uncertainties shown in Fig. 3 are typical.
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Figure 3: The Θ+5 signal yields extracted from the fits to the pK
0
S
invariant mass distributions,
assuming a Θ+5 mass of 1540 MeV/c
2 and width Γ = 1 MeV/c2 (left) and Γ = 8 MeV/c2 (right).
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4 Search for Ξ−−
5
→Ξ−pi− and Ξ0
5
→ Ξ−pi+
We next search for pentaquark states decaying into a Ξ− and a charged pion, where Ξ− →
Λ0π− and Λ0 → pπ−, including the reported Ξ−−5 (1862) and Ξ05(1862). We first reconstruct
Λ0 → pπ− candidates from all pairs of charged tracks satisfying loose proton and pion
requirements. Efficient and unbiased selection criteria are again applied: the tracks must
pass within 6 mm of each other; the candidate have a positive flight distance from the IP; and
it must have an invariant mass within 10 MeV/c2 of the nominal Λ0 mass. These candidates
are combined with an additional negatively charged track passing loose pion identification
requirements to form Ξ− candidates. These candidates are required to form a good vertex, to
have a positive flight distance from the IP, and to have an invariant mass within 20 MeV/c2
of the nominal Ξ− mass. Furthermore the flight distance of the Λ0 candidate from the Λ0π−
vertex must be positive. Finally, we combine the Ξ− candidates with an additional charged
track consistent with coming from the IP and passing loose pion identification requirements.
The cosine of the angle between the reconstructed Ξ− trajectory, extrapolated back to the
IP, and the additional track is required to be less than 0.998. This last cut is especially
important, since the Ξ− is charged and has a long lifetime; if it has a long flight distance,
it can produce a reconstructed track that, if combined with itself, forms a false peak in the
invariant mass distribution. The simulated signal reconstruction efficiency varies from 6.5%
at low p∗ to 12% at high p∗.
The invariant mass distributions for Ξ−π− and Ξ−π+ are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respec-
tively. In Fig. 5 there are clear peaks as expected for the Ξ∗0(1530) and Ξ0c (2470) baryons,
but no other structure is visible. In Fig. 4 there is no visible sharp structure at all.
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Figure 4: Ξ−pi− invariant mass distribution.
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Figure 5: Ξ−pi+ invariant mass distribution.
As in the preceding section, we divide the Ξ−−5 candidates into ten bins of p
∗ and find no
sign of a pentaquark signal in any bin. We fit a similar signal plus background function to
the Ξ−π− invariant mass distribution in each bin. The resolution function is derived in this
case from the Ξ∗0(1530) and Ξ0c (2470) data and simulation, and is described by a Gaussian
with an rms of 8 MeV/c2. For the Breit-Wigner width we consider two possiblities, 1 and
18 MeV/c2, corresponding to a very narrow state and the upper limit on the Ξ−−5 width,
respectively. The fits are performed over the mass range from 1760 to 1960 MeV/c2, and the
background function is a seventh-order polynomial.
Fixing the Ξ−−5 mass to 1862 MeV/c
2, we obtain the signal yields shown in Fig. 6. In all
p∗ bins the fit quality is good across the full mass range and the signal is consistent with zero.
Systematic uncertainties on the fitting procedure are again found to be negligible compared
with the statistical uncertainties, and variations of the Ξ−−5 mass and selection criteria give
consistent results.
5 Search for Ξ−
5
, Ξ0
5
, N 0
5
and N+
5
in the Λ0K and Σ0K modes
We search for pentaquark states decaying into a Λ0K or Σ0K final state, where K is a
charged or neutral kaon, Σ0 → Λ0γ and Λ0 → pπ−. These final states give us access to the
Ξ−5 , Ξ
0
5 , N
0
5 and N
+
5 states (see Fig. 1). The Ξ
0
5 has been reported with a mass of 1862
MeV/c2, and we expect a quite similar mass for the Ξ−5 ; since our decay modes include two
strange particles, we are sensitive only to N05 and N
+
5 states with substantial ss¯ content, and
these might be expected somewhere between 1500 and 1900 MeV/c2.
We first reconstruct Λ0 → pπ− candidates from all pairs of charged tracks in which one
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Figure 6: The Ξ−−5 signal yields extracted from the fits to the Ξ
−pi− invariant mass distributions,
assuming a Ξ−−5 mass of 1862 MeV/c
2 and width Γ = 1 (dashed) and Γ = 18 MeV/c2 (solid).
satisfies tight proton identification requirements, and the other loose pion identification. The
pairs are required to form a good vertex, to have an angle between their flight direction (line
from the IP to the vertex) and total momentum at the vertex less than 200 mrad, and
to have an invariant mass within 20 MeV/c2 of the nominal Λ0 mass. To reconstruct Σ0
candidates, The Λ0 candidates are combined with neutral (not associated with any charged
track) calorimetric energy deposits of at least 80 MeV that do not pair with any other neutral
deposit to form a π0 candidate. We require a mass difference Mppiγ −Mppi within 20 MeV/c2
of the nominal MΣ0 − MΛ0 value. Similarly, K0S candidates are reconstructed from pairs
of oppositely charged tracks forming a good vertex, having an angle between their flight
direction and total momentum less than 30 mrad, and having an invariant mass within 4.5
MeV/c2 of the nominal K0
S
mass. Charged kaon candidates are required to be consistent
with coming from the IP and to pass tight kaon identification requirements. The simulated
signal reconstruction efficiencies vary from 0.5% for the Σ0K0
S
mode to 10% for the Λ0K±
modes at low p∗, and increase to 3% and 25%, respectively, at high p∗.
We find a substantial p∗ dependence in the structure of the invariant mass distributions,
and so we show them in four p∗ bins, for Λ0K+, Λ0K− and Λ0K0
S
combinations in Figs. 7,
8 and 9, respectively, and for Σ0K+, Σ0K− and Σ0K0
S
combinations in Figs. 10, 11 and 12,
respectively. In Fig. 7 there is a peak as expected from Λ+c (2285) and also some structure in
the 1950–2150 MeV/c2 region that can be attributed to Λ+c decays with one or two missing
pions. No other narrow peaks are evident.
In Fig. 8 the Ω− peak is prominent and there is a hint of a broad structure corresponding
to the Ξ−(1820), but no other narrow structure is visible. In Fig. 9 we observe the Ξ0c (2472)
at high momenta, and there are hints of the Ξ0(1820), but no other narrow structure. The
Σ0K modes have much lower statistics, but show structure consistent with the corresponding
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Figure 7: Invariant mass distributions of Λ0K+ for p∗ in four different ranges.
Λ0K mode. There is a hint of the Ξ−(1950) at low p∗ in the Σ0K− mode. In no case is
any unexpected narrow structure seen, and all evident structure is consistent with that due
to known resonances. We have also examined the data in finer p∗ bins and find no sign of a
pentaquark signal in any p∗ range.
We perform fits in ten p∗ bins to the Λ0K− and Λ0K0
S
mass distributions, in which
we might expect signals near 1860 MeV/c2 from the Ξ−5 and Ξ
0
5 states, respectively. The
resolution functions derived from the data and simulation are described by sums of two
Gaussians with total rms of about 4 MeV/c2 that depend slightly on p∗. For each Breit-
Wigner width we consider both 1 and 18 MeV/c2, as for the Ξ−−5 . The fits are performed over
the mass range from 1772 MeV/c2 to 1972 MeV/c2 in order to exclude known resonances.
The background function is a first-order polynomial.
We fix the masses to 1862 MeV/c2, plus a shift obtained from the simulation in each
p∗ bin that does not exceed 2 MeV/c2, and obtain the signal yields shown in Fig. 13. In
all p∗ bins the fit quality is good across the full mass range and the signal is consistent
with zero. Systematic uncertainties on the fitting procedure are again found to be negligible
compared with the statistical uncertainties, and variations of the mass and selection criteria
give consistent results.
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Figure 8: Invariant mass distributions of Λ0K− for p∗ in four different ranges.
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Figure 9: Invariant mass distributions of Λ0K0S for p
∗ in four different ranges.
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Figure 10: Invariant mass distributions of Σ0K+ for p∗ in four different ranges.
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Figure 11: Invariant mass distributions of Σ0K− for p∗ in four different ranges.
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Figure 12: Invariant mass distributions of Σ0K0S for p
∗ in four different ranges.
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Figure 13: The Ξ−5 (left) and Ξ
0
5 (right) signal yields extracted from the fits to the Λ
0K− and
Λ0K0
S
mass distributions, respectively, assuming a mass of 1862 MeV/c2 and width Γ = 1 (solid)
and Γ = 18 MeV/c2 (dashed).
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6 Upper Limits
For the states reported by previous experiments, there exist specific masses at which to
search and experimental upper limits on the decay widths. We can therefore calculate upper
limits on their differential production cross sections, with some assumptions on the branching
fraction to the mode in which the search was made. We present such limits for the Θ+5 , Ξ
−−
5 ,
Ξ−5 and Ξ
0
5 .
For the Θ+5 (1540) → pK0S we take the yields from the fits shown above (see Fig. 3) and
convert them into cross sections by dividing by the efficiency (including the K0
S
→ π−π+
branching fraction), the integrated luminosity and the p∗ bin width. The reconstruction
efficiency is calculated from the simulation and corrected using data, and varies smoothly
from 13% at low p∗ to 22% at high p∗. It is checked by measuring the differential cross
section for Λ+c → pK0S in the combination of qq¯ and Υ (4S) events represented in our data,
which is found to be consistent with the appropriate combination of previous measurements.
If the Θ+5 is a ududs¯ pentaquark state, we expect only two possible decay modes, nK
+ and
pK0, with very similar Q values and hence roughly equal branching fractions. Assuming
half of the K0 appear as K0S, we arrive at a branching fraction B(Θ
+
5 → pK0S) = 1/4, and
we divide by this value to obtain the total Θ+5 differential production cross section.
We then derive a conservative upper limit on this cross section in each bin. We consider
only the physically allowed region, and scale the limit by a factor of (1 + δǫ/ǫ), where
δǫ/ǫ = 0.049 is the sum in quadrature of the relative systematic uncertainties on the efficiency
and luminosity. The relative luminosity uncertainty is 1%, and that on the efficiency is
dominated by the 3.2% uncertainty on the reconstruction of pairs of tracks from a displaced
vertex such as a K0
S
. The total is nearly independent of p∗.
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Figure 14: The 95% C.L. upper limit on the production cross-section for the Θ+5 assuming a mass
of 1540 MeV/c2 and a natural width Γ = 1 MeV/c2 (left) or Γ = 8 MeV/c2 (right), as a function
of c.m. momentum p∗.
These upper limits are shown in Fig. 14 and tabulated in Table 2. Two sets of limits
are shown; one corresponds to a very narrow state, and the other to a width at the current
experimental upper limit of 8 MeV/c2. The limits correspond to the mass of 1540 MeV/c2
used in the fits; repeating the analysis at several nearby mass values gives consistent limits.
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The units are fb per GeV/c, and apply to the sum of all possible production processes. To
isolate continuum and Υ (4S) production we divide by the respective cross sections, and the
corresponding limits on the numbers of pentaquarks per event are given in Table 2.
Similarly we convert the measured yields described above for the Ξ−−5 (1862) → Ξ−π−
(Fig. 6), Ξ−5 (1862) → Λ0K− (Fig. 13) and Ξ05 (1862) → Λ0K0S (Fig. 13) decays into cross
sections. Here we assume a mass of 1862 MeV/c2 and present limits for both a very narrow
hypothesis and for Γ = 18 MeV/c2. The Ξ−−5 (1862)→ Ξ−π− reconstruction efficiency varies
smoothly from 6.5% at low p∗ to 12% at high p∗, and has been checked using the observed
Ξ∗0(1530)→ Ξ−π+ signal. Its relative systematic uncertainty again varies slightly with p∗,
and its average value of δǫ/ǫ = 0.064 is larger than for the pK0
S
mode, as there are two
displaced vertices and more tracks in the decay. The Ξ−5 (1862) → Λ0K− efficiency varies
from 10% at low p∗ to 27% at high p∗, is checked with the Ω− → Λ0K− signal, and the
average δǫ/ǫ = 0.052 is similar to the pK0
S
mode. The Ξ05(1862) → Λ0K0S efficiency varies
from 3.5% at low p∗ to 13% at high p∗, and δǫ/ǫ = 0.072 is similar to the Ξ−π− mode.
We assume a Ξ−−5 → Ξ−π− branching fraction of one-half; for the Ξ−5 and Ξ05 we do not
assume branching fractions into the measured modes, but present limits on the product of
the production cross section and branching fraction. Again the results are independent of
the assumed mass; they are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, and tabulated in Tables 3, 4 and 5.
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Figure 15: The 95% C.L. upper limit on the production cross-section for Ξ−−5 assuming a natural
width of Γ = 1 (dashed) and Γ = 18 MeV/c2 (solid), as a function of c.m. momentum p∗.
In order to quote limits on the total production cross section (times branching fraction)
we must either know the momentum spectrum or believe that it does not vary rapidly on the
scale of our bin size. Since the latter is true in the simulation, we assign conservative, model-
independent upper limits on the total numbers of pentaquarks produced per e+e− → qq¯ event
(Υ (4S) decay) by summing each differential cross section over the p∗ range from zero to the
kinematic limit for 5.3 GeV jets (B meson decays), taking into account the fact that most
of the systematic error is common to all bins. Limits are derived from these sums by the
same method as in each bin, and are listed in Tables 2–5. Any postulated spectrum can be
folded with our differential limit to obtain a limit on the total cross section assuming that
spectrum, which will be lower than the model independent limits given in the tables.
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Figure 16: The 95% C.L. upper limits on the production cross-section for Ξ−5 times its branching
fraction into Λ0K− (left), and Ξ05 times its branching fraction into Λ
0K0
S
(right), assuming a natural
width of Γ = 1 MeV/c2 (solid) and Γ = 18 MeV/c2 (dashed), as a function of c.m. momentum p∗.
7 Summary
We have performed a preliminary high statistics search for the reported states Θ+5 (1540),
Ξ−−5 (1862), Ξ
−
5 (1862) and Ξ
0
5 (1862) in e
+e− annihilations, and also for most of the other
members of the pentaquark octet and anti-decuplet to which they are postulated to belong.
In all cases we observe clear signals for known baryon resonances that demonstrate sensitivity
to any new narrow resonances, with invariant mass resolution better than the reported upper
limits on the widths of the respective states. We find no evidence for the production of such
states in 123 fb−1of BABAR data. For the reported states, we see no excess at the measured
invariant mass values and use the reported limits on their widths to set upper limits on the
their inclusive production in our search modes in both e+e− → qq¯ events events and Υ (4S)
decays. These limits are at the level of 10−4–10−5 per event, depending on the width assumed,
and are valid for any narrow state in the vicinity of 1540 or 1860 MeV/c2. The searches for
other members of the multiplets show no evidence for an unknown narrow resonance at any
mass between threshold for the decay mode used and the kinematic limit.
In order to limit the production rates we must know the branching fraction of each state
into the decay mode used in the search. In the case of the Θ+5 , we take this to be 1/4,
as noted above. For Ξ−−5 a similar argument that Ξ
−π− and Σ−K− dominate and have
roughly equal branching fractions leads to a branching fraction of 1/2. Taking the upper
limit widths, we calculate 95% C.L. upper limits on the total production rates of 1.1× 10−4
Θ+5 and 1.0 × 10−5 Ξ−−5 per e+e− → qq¯ event (preliminary); these are roughly a factor of
eight and four below the typical values measured for ordinary octet and decuplet baryons of
the same masses of 8× 10−4 and 4× 10−5, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 17.
The situation is more complex for the Ξ−5 and Ξ
0
5 as the mixing between the members of
the anti-decuplet and the octet is unknown. In these two cases the branching fraction of an
antidecuplet state of mass ∼1860 MeV/c2 to the measured mode could be anywhere from
zero to ∼1/3. The best limit that could be set, assuming the value of 1/3, would therefore be
roughly 15× 10−5 Ξ−5 or Ξ05 per e+e− → qq¯ event, which is well above the “expected” value
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Table 2: The measured Θ+5 signal yield in each p
∗ bin, assuming a mass of 1540 MeV/c2 and two
values of the natural width Γ in MeV/c2. The corresponding upper limits at the 95% C.L. on the
Θ+5 differential production cross section, the number of Θ
+
5 produced per e
+e− → qq¯ event and the
number per Υ (4S) decay.
Θ+5 (1540) (preliminary)
p∗ Range Yield X-section U.L. qq¯ event U.L. Υ (4S) decay U.L.
(GeV/c) (pK0
S
mode) (fb/GeVc−1) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1)) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1))
Γ = 1 Γ = 8 Γ = 1 Γ = 8 Γ = 1 Γ = 8 Γ = 1 Γ = 8
0.0–0.5 107±139134 288±283242 107.6 236.2 3.17 6.97 10.76 23.62
0.5–1.0 −178±238236 −194±457452 115.3 221.8 3.40 6.54 11.53 22.18
1.0–1.5 19±210208 −31±406410 86.2 161.5 2.54 4.76 8.61 16.14
1.5–2.0 109±156156 112±307310 70.7 124.4 2.09 3.67 7.07 12.44
2.0–2.5 −158±114113 −322±222243 40.4 79.0 1.19 2.33 2.83 7.90
2.5–3.0 −38± 8383 41±175164 28.3 64.8 0.83 1.91 2.35 6.48
3.0–3.5 33± 5959 50±119117 23.4 45.2 0.69 1.33 — —
3.5–4.0 −11± 3939 −56± 7480 12.9 24.5 0.38 7.23 — —
4.0–4.5 4± 2221 25± 4744 6.8 16.6 0.20 4.88 — —
4.5–5.0 1± 1212 6± 2424 3.7 7.9 0.11 2.33 — —
Total — — 182.8 363.1 5.39 10.71 17.90 34.98
(fb) (10−5/event) (10−5/event)
of 4× 10−5. The study of additional modes is needed to elucidate the production properties
of these states.
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Table 3: The measured Ξ−−5 signal yield in each p
∗ bin, assuming a mass of 1862 MeV/c2 and two
values of the natural width in MeV/c2. The corresponding upper limits at the 95% C.L. on the
Ξ−−5 differential production cross section, the number of Ξ
−−
5 produced per e
+e− → qq¯ event and
the number per Υ (4S) decay.
Ξ−−5 → Ξ−pi− (preliminary)
p∗ Range Yield X-section U.L. qq¯ event U.L. Υ (4S) decay U.L.
(GeV/c) (fb/GeVc−1) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1)) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1))
Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18
0.0–0.5 13±26 −7±37 26.6 33.5 0.78 0.99 2.53 3.19
0.5–1.0 −62±52 −128±67 31.9 49.7 0.94 1.46 3.04 4.73
1.0–1.5 −56±50 −63±76 24.9 38.6 0.73 1.14 2.37 3.68
1.5–2.0 −70±52 −102±62 16.1 25.1 0.47 0.74 1.53 2.39
2.0–2.5 −48±33 −64±50 11.5 17.2 0.34 0.51 1.09 1.64
2.5–3.0 5±28 21±35 8.3 14.7 0.24 0.43 0.79 1.40
3.0–3.5 −25±15 −36±28 3.7 6.0 0.11 0.18 — —
3.5–4.0 5±10 8±12 2.6 4.1 0.08 0.12 — —
4.0–4.5 3±10 2±11 2.1 3.1 0.06 0.09 — —
4.5–5.0 1±12 1±22 3.4 5.9 0.10 0.17 — —
Total — — 22.0 33.7 0.65 0.99 2.11 3.20
(fb) (10−5/event) (10−5/event)
Table 4: The measured Ξ−5 signal yield in each p
∗ bin, assuming a mass of 1862 MeV/c2 and two
values of the natural width in MeV/c2. The corresponding upper limits at the 95% C.L. on the Ξ−5
differential production cross section times its branching fraction B into Λ0K−, B×the number of
Ξ−5 produced per e
+e− → qq¯ event and B×the number per Υ (4S) decay.
Ξ−5 → Λ0K− (preliminary)
hline p∗ Range Yield X-section U.L. qq¯ event U.L. Υ (4S) decay U.L.
(GeV/c) (fb/ GeVc−1) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1)) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1))
Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18
0.0–0.5 11± 6564 174±128127 40.9 122.4 1.21 3.61 3.90 11.66
0.5–1.0 505±171164 906±287277 220.9 385.7 6.52 11.38 21.04 36.73
1.0–1.5 −213±151148 −278±285278 62.8 118.8 1.85 3.50 5.98 11.31
1.5–2.0 −326±106105 −808±216215 34.3 69.8 1.01 2.06 3.27 6.65
2.0–2.5 6± 8584 65±172170 24.7 57.2 0.73 1.69 2.35 5.45
2.5–3.0 129± 6261 203±126125 33.0 59.5 0.97 1.76 — —
3.0–3.5 17± 4241 43± 8786 12.8 27.5 0.38 0.81 — —
3.5–4.0 4± 2626 −28± 5352 7.5 13.8 0.22 0.41 — —
4.0–4.5 7± 1514 −21± 2827 3.9 6.0 0.12 0.18 — —
4.5–5.0 3± 65 − 8± 1312 1.9 3.3 0.06 0.10 — —
Total — — 83.6 181.0 2.76 5.34 7.87 15.88
(fb) (10−5/event) (10−5/event)
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Table 5: The measured Ξ05 signal yield in each p
∗ bin, assuming a mass of 1862 MeV/c2 and two
values of the natural width in MeV/c2. The corresponding upper limits at the 95% C.L. on the Ξ05
differential production cross section times its branching fraction B into Λ0K0
S
, B×the number of
Ξ05 produced per e
+e− → qq¯ event and B×the number per Υ (4S) decay.
Ξ05 → Λ0K0S (preliminary)
p∗ Range Yield X-section U.L. qq¯ event U.L. Υ (4S) decay U.L.
(GeV/c) (fb/GeVc−1) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1)) (10−5/(evt·GeVc−1))
Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18 Γ = 1 Γ = 18
0.0–0.5 −39±3838 −36± 7877 46.7 95.8 1.38 2.83 4.45 9.12
0.5–1.0 53±8785 212±169168 105.7 256.4 3.12 7.56 10.07 24.42
1.0–1.5 17±8787 0±171169 60.6 108.5 1.79 3.20 5.77 10.34
1.5–2.0 151±7876 233±155156 71.0 126.2 2.09 3.72 6.76 12.02
2.0–2.5 -30±5857 88±122122 23.0 65.3 0.68 1.93 2.19 6.22
2.5–3.0 11±4443 31± 9291 18.1 39.1 0.54 1.15 — —
3.0–3.5 53±3232 104± 6564 20.3 40.2 0.60 1.19 — —
3.5–4.0 −17±1919 −9± 3736 6.8 13.2 0.20 0.39 — —
4.0–4.5 15±1211 27± 2121 6.9 12.6 0.20 0.37 — —
4.5–5.0 5± 65 5± 65 2.7 2.7 0.08 0.08 — —
Total — — 82.8 204.7 2.44 6.04 7.25 18.02
(fb) (10−5/event) (10−5/event)
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Figure 17: Compilation of baryon production rates in e+e− annihilation [15] from experiments at
the Z0 (circles) and
√
s ≈ 10 GeV (squares) as a function of baryon mass. The vertical scale
accounts for the number of spin and particle+antiparticle states, and the lines are chosen to guide
the eye. The arrows indicate our preliminary upper limits on spin-1/2 Θ+5 and Ξ
−−
5 pentaquark
states, assuming the branching fractions shown, and are seen to lie below the solid line.
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